GNSA Primary Work of the Week
29.06.2020 – 03.07.2020
1DK
As part of their learning about the story The Jolly Postman by Janet & Allan
Ahlberg Year 1 learnt about how to write their own letters this week. First,
they discovered the features of a letter, shown brilliantly by Sifatdeep’s work,
then they had the chance to write their own letters to a fairytale character
pretending to be the postman, demonstrated expertly by Harmony.
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In Geography 1DK learnt about the key cities of each country in the United
Kingdom before choosing one of those cities to focus on. Ranveer decided to
show the main features of London by realistically and talentedly drawing the key
buildings that you can see there.
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1SP
1SP blew Miss Patel away with their art skills this week showing their creative
aptitude by recreating Van Gogh’s Sunflowers painting. You can see some
incredibly examples from Jhia, Ravinder, Akaalroop and Sahibvir.
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1SP also learnt about the letter genre in Literacy this week and wrote some
amazing letters pretending to be the Jolly Postman. Miss Patel wanted to
particularly share the marvellous letters written by Rehat and Biren
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2SR
Year 2 learnt about the Victorians in History this week as the children
journeyed back through time to discover what they could do if they went to a
Victorian seaside. The children found out all about the different activities that
would have been available to them and then showed their understanding by
writing a postcard to Mrs Dhaliwal pretending that they had just visited a
Victorian beach. Miss Ritchie was particularly impressed with Sahib’s and Vyan’s
work because they showed a good command of historical understanding,
incorporated relevant facts into their writing and used language appropriate to
the genre.
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3RC
Year 3 have been studying the writing genre of adventure stories. This week
they had the opportunity to write their own creative, imaginative adventures
using fantastic, exciting vocabulary and punctuation. Saihaj impressed Miss
Chiarh with her inventive tale and her inclusion of all of the required features.
Once lived a girl named Dorothy she was 8 years old. She wore a red jumper knitted by
her grandmother . She had blue chrome eyes white shoes with blue spots . Her hair is
light brown with some golden stripes . she was kind whenever someone needed help she
was there . But her life was not as she dreamed. She never got to spend time with her
family , whenever she asked something they would ignore it. She always sat in her bed
because her parents did not play with her. She always tried to make friends but everyone
refused . So she was determined to make some friends . So she got her magical chalk and
her rucsac and drew a door . You may think she drew the door for no reason but it is
magical . whatever you draw becomes real . She opened the door very slowly . Dorothy
could not believe her eyes . The door opened to a magical forest . It had humongous trees
and light green grass . The trees were full of delicious fruit ready to eat . a huge range
of plants growing , especially vegetables . there were a variety of different flowers .“ this
place is amazing!” exclaimed Dorothy there was even an aqua coloured lake. But to see
what was on the other side she needed a boat . So she drew herself a boat with her
chalk. The boat took her across the peaceful lake . On the other side was a really
small castle the guard saw her . “Hello there ,” the guards said politely . Dorothy
waved . At the end of the castle was a waterfall . Dorothy stopped the boat and drew a
hot air balloon. She yelled “ Bye bye !” to the guards “ Bye bye!” replied the guards.
Dorothy started to float .
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3SB
In Geography 3SB learnt about how we can prepare for volcanic eruptions,
continuing their study of natural disasters. Tegbir and Tanushka thought
carefully about preventative methods humans could employ in order to survive
such an event and conveyed this key knowledge skilfully on their information
posters.

The children also had the chance to combine their Art and Maths skills in order
to create a piece of art using a range of polygon shapes. Here is a wonderful
example from Nihal.
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5HS
Year 5 have been working hard all year to learn some advanced words and
spellings. This week, in order to challenge themselves they had to use their
spellings in a news report whilst also remembering to link it to current events.
Miss Soor wanted to share Manjeevan’s report as he managed to include all of
his spelling words as well as relevant facts, phrases typical of such a text and
other fun features. Well done Manjeevan!
Hello and welcome back to Sky news where today I will be reading the papers so sit back
and relax while you take the daily papers and read the attached headlines so sit back and
relax. Now the available papers this night are: the Daily Mail, Evening Standard and the
Metro.
The headline on the Daily Mail today is do animals have the ability to use their conscience in
difficult scenarios? Are they conscious of where they are when in unnatural places? Oh sorry
that was the pet page but on the headline-have Costa coffee provided safety measures for
the convenience of their customers? To correspond with your answer, call 44 20 79386000.
Please do not embarrass Costa coffee in your answer, as last time, we had insults to Dav’s
Fluffy the dog.
The next headline-should we equip ourselves with protective gear outside every time when
we go shopping? Should we be equipped with our own protective gear? And if so would we
be given the right equipment? Please answer on the BBC news website to answer and
please Mr Gilligan stop saying we should-you are becoming a nuisance.
Now onto the next one-there are hundreds of people who have a profession but don’t get
enough money. But we are giving you the chance to become the secretary of prime minister
of Wales. Our sincere apologies if it does not let you apply. Wait a second, this a fraud-we
need the police to do a thorough investigation on this! But anyway that is all we have time for
today. Bye!

In Art the children were tasked with using aspects of nature in their work by
doing leaf printing. Prableen has created a beautiful example, using bright
colours and range of leaf shapes and patterns to influence her work.
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